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We report absolute differential cross sections (DCSs) for elastic electron scattering from GeF4. The
incident electron energy range was 3–200 eV, while the scattered electron angular range was typi-
cally 15◦–150◦. In addition, corresponding independent atom model (IAM) calculations, within the
screened additivity rule (SCAR) formulation, were also performed. Those results, particularly for
electron energies above about 10 eV, were found to be in good quantitative agreement with the
present experimental data. Furthermore, we compare our GeF4 elastic DCSs to similar data for scat-
tering from CF4 and SiF4. All these three species possess Td symmetry, and at each specific energy
considered above about 50 eV their DCSs are observed to be almost identical. These indistinguish-
able features suggest that high-energy elastic scattering from these targets is virtually dominated by
the atomic-F species of the molecules. Finally, estimates for the measured GeF4 elastic integral cross
sections are derived and compared to our IAM-SCAR computations and with independent total cross
section values. © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3699040]
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite the importance of GeF4 in the chemistry of some
low-temperature plasmas, in particular when associated with
the manufacturing of semiconductors, we are not aware of
any previous experimental data for elastic electron scatter-
ing differential cross sections (DCSs) or integral cross sec-
tions (ICSs) from this species. Indeed, for the elastic chan-
nel, we only know of results from a theoretical calculation1
at the DCS and ICS level, although we note only tabu-
lated values of their ICS are provided. That calculation was
conducted at intermediate and high impact energies, using
the independent atom model (IAM) approach with a model
static-polarisation-exchange potential.1 Results for excitation
of other scattering channels are fragmentary but include dis-
sociative attachment,2 vacuum ultraviolet fluorescence,3 an
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) investigation into
discrete inelastic channels by Kuroki et al.,4 an electron im-
pact ionisation study from Mason and Tuckett,5 and finally to-
tal cross sections (TCSs), from 0.5–250 eV impact energies,
using a linear transmission approach, due to Szmytkowski
et al.6 Hence, one rationale for the present work is to im-
prove, at least in part, this deficiency in the literature in
terms of our knowledge and understanding for electron–GeF4
scattering.
a)Electronic mail: Michael.Brunger@flinders.edu.au.
Since the very foundations of atomic and molecular col-
lision experiments, scientists7, 8 have been interested in study-
ing trends (similarities and differences) in results from elec-
tron scattering from related series of atoms and molecules.
Such series might include the noble gases, simple organic
molecule homologous series such as CnH2n + 2 (for n ≥ 1),9–12
the halomethane series CH3X (X=F, Cl, Br and I; Ref. 13),
and finally the series XH4, where X=C, Si, and Ge.14 For
example, in their work on elastic electron scattering from
the halomethane series CH3F, CH3Cl, CH3Br, and CH3I,
Kato et al.13 found very similar DCS behaviour at 50 eV,
100 eV, and 200 eV when they compared those results to the
corresponding elastic cross sections in Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe.
Similarly, when the high-energy elastic DCS of Ne, Ar, and
Kr were compared to those of their isoelectronic molecular
counterparts CH4, SiH4, and GeH4,14 very good accord was
again observed. This led these authors13, 14 to propose that in
high-energy (≥50 eV) electron scattering processes, “atomic-
like” effects prevail. Recently, Limão-Vieira et al.15 have also
shown this behaviour by comparing the CCl4 elastic cross
sections to results on CH3Cl and atomic chlorine at higher
input energies. Further evidence in support of this notion of
“atomic-like” effects being important in high-energy elastic
scattering, can be seen in the excellent agreement between the
IAM-SCAR results from the Madrid group and available ex-
perimental data, even for quite complicated molecules.13, 14, 16
As a consequence, here we further investigate this idea by
comparing elastic DCS results for the molecular series XF4,
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TABLE I. Present experimental differential cross sections (×10−16 cm2/sr) for elastic electron scattering from GeF4. Also listed at the foot of the table are
the elastic ICS (×10−16 cm2) and MTCS (×10−16 cm2) that we derived from our DCS using a modified phase shift analysis approach or the results from our
IAM–SCAR computations.
Angle Impact energy (eV)
(deg) 3.0 5.0 7.0 10 20 30 50 100 200
15 4.1261 9.5939 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.6411
20 4.3487 8.4618 8.0916 . . . . . . . . . 8.8410 2.5726 3.1094
30 3.0024 5.5711 6.7675 7.6649 8.5004 3.8973 1.5644 1.7717 1.0728
40 2.2840 4.1660 4.9376 5.1203 3.2129 1.2068 1.4521 0.6933 0.6661
50 1.8241 3.4385 3.4140 3.1974 1.8803 1.5942 1.1480 0.3770 0.3519
60 1.7317 2.6552 2.1715 2.2074 1.8425 1.6924 0.5833 0.3898 0.2180
70 1.8330 2.0912 1.7075 1.5728 1.6234 1.0135 0.4026 0.2265 0.0795
80 1.9465 1.8694 1.4049 1.2847 0.9709 0.5811 0.3202 0.1129 0.0746
90 2.0273 1.5953 1.1200 1.1121 0.5836 0.5953 0.1788 0.0954 0.0951
100 2.0537 1.3506 0.8424 0.8447 0.5025 0.5251 0.1217 0.1688 0.1133
110 1.9623 1.0214 0.6474 0.6389 0.6280 0.4806 0.1970 0.2276 0.1001
120 1.9697 0.6986 0.5598 0.7445 0.8165 0.5583 0.3105 0.2948 0.0958
130 1.8221 0.6038 0.7698 1.0710 0.9492 0.8219 0.4667 0.3326 0.0829
140 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.7076 0.4670 0.1173
150 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.8414 0.5312 0.1528
ICS 26.713 29.758 28.571 30.274 30.035 24.921 14.843 11.32 6.96
MTCS 25.070 19.634 16.639 16.661 14.691 12.674 6.488 5.73 4.07
where X=C, Si, and Ge. Note that in doing so, the CF4 elastic
DCS of Boesten et al.17 are employed, while those for SiF4
are taken from the unpublished work of Kato et al.18
In Sec. II, we give details of our experimental appara-
tus and measurement techniques, while in Sec. III a brief
description of the present IAM-SCAR computations is pro-
vided. Thereafter, in Sec. IV, our results and a discussion of
those results are presented, before some conclusions from this
investigation are drawn.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The present measurements were carried out in two
crossed electron molecular-beam spectrometers. The original
spectrometer has been described in detail many times (see,
e.g., Boesten et al.10), while a description of the newer ap-
paratus is given in Kato et al.13 Both these systems contain
common elements, including hemispherical monochromators
and analysers, a series of electron-lens systems to transport
and focus the electron beam, as controlled in both cases by
computer-driven voltages, and differential pumping of the
electron optics.
In this study, the original spectrometer operated at fixed
incident electron energies between 3–30 eV and over the scat-
tered electron angular range −20 to +130◦. The energy res-
olution in this set-up was typically maintained at ∼35 meV
(FWHM), which should be sufficient to exclude any contribu-
tions from the lower vibrational modes of GeF4 to the mea-
sured elastic signal. This is no moot point here, as in particular
at 3 eV there is a Ramsauer-Townsend minimum in the TCS.6
Thus, if the situation in CF4 (Ref. 17) can be taken as a guide,
the vibrational excitation cross sections at this energy may
make a substantial contribution to the TCS. As a consequence,
it is important we eliminate their possible contribution to our
elastic scattering signal, in order to avoid a systematic error in
the elastic GeF4 DCSs we report. The newer spectrometer13
was operated at either 50, 100 or 200 eV impact energy, with
a scattered electron angular range of θ = −20 to +150◦.
In this case, the energy resolution was relaxed to ∼90 meV
(FWHM), as at these relatively high energies the vibrational
excitation cross sections are expected to be so small that
any contribution they might make to the elastic signal can
be safely ignored. For both these spectrometers, the impact
energy scale was calibrated by either reference to the well-
known 2S resonance in He at 19.367 eV, or the first peak in the
ν = 0 − 1 excitation function in N2 at ∼1.97 eV (Ref. 19) or
to both these features as an additional cross check. The angu-
lar resolution of the present spectrometers was 1.5◦ (FWHM),
with the true zero scattering angle being determined in each
case by the symmetry of the He 21P inelastic intensity about
the nominal 0◦ point. The molecular beam was produced ef-
fusively in each spectrometer through a simple tube of length
5 mm and diameter 0.3 mm, kept at slightly elevated tem-
peratures (50–70◦C) throughout the measurements in order to
avoid any contamination of GeF4 on the nozzle surface. Note
that our GeF4 sample was sourced from the Takachiho Chem-
ical Company with a stated purity better than 99.9%.
The observed elastic scattering intensities were converted
into absolute cross sections (see Table I), at each incident
electron energy and scattered electron angle (θ ), by using
the now standard relative flow technique.12, 20 In the present
application of the relative flow technique, He was employed
as the reference gas with its cross sections taken from the
extensive compilation of Boesten and Tanaka.21 This implies
adjustment of the relative gas (GeF4, He) pressures to ensure
their Knudsen numbers are approximately equal, thereby en-
gineering that both their gas beam profiles remain similar. In
this work, the driving pressures behind the nozzle were about
0.2 Torr for GeF4 and 2 Torr for He. There have been persis-
tent reports in the literature in respect to non-linearities in the
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measured normalised flow rates versus driving
pressures,12, 22, 23 even for simple gases such as N2. However,
no such non-linear behaviour was observed in the present
investigation. In all cases, i.e., at each impact energy and
θ and for whichever spectrometer was used, great care was
also exercised to ensure the background contribution was
correctly identified and subtracted from the measured elastic
scattering intensity prior to the normalisation. Finally, note
that both spectrometers are operated in parallel thus reducing
the time needed to undertake the experimental component of
this study.
The present elastic DCSs were extrapolated to 0◦ and
180◦, using either the corresponding shapes of our IAM–
SCAR computations (see Sec. III) as a guide or a modified
phase shift analysis (MPSA), before being integrated at each
energy using Eqs. (1) and (2) below, to determine the ICSs and
momentum transfer cross sections (MTCS) via
ICS = 2π
∫ π
0
DCS(θ ) sin θdθ, (1)
MTCS = 2π
∫ π
0
DCS(θ )(1 − cos θ ) sin θdθ. (2)
These derived ICS and MTCS are tabulated at the foot of
Table I. Note that we might expect those integrals to be fairly
insensitive to the details of the extrapolation (for θ < 15◦ and
θ > 130◦ or 150◦, depending on the spectrometer employed in
DCS measurements), due to GeF4 being a non-polar molecule
and the presence of sin θ in the integrands of Eqs. (1) and (2).
Nonetheless at energies less than 20 eV, normally where the
measured and calculated angular distributions are sometimes
in not so good agreement (see Fig. 1), we also employed a
MPSA, e.g., Ref. 24 that uses a Thompson correction for the
higher-order partial waves25 and a value for the dipole polar-
isability of GeF4 of α = 6.5 × 10−24 cm3.26 The results of
this analysis are shown in Fig. 1, where we see good qual-
ity fits are found at each relevant energy. In most cases, the
derived elastic ICS and MTCS were consistent with one an-
other, irrespective of the approach used to perform the extrap-
olation, with the major exception being the result at 3 eV. We
shall return to this point later in our discussion in Sec. IV.
Note, however, that all the ICS and MTCS given in the foot of
Table I represent our best estimates for those cross sections.
Finally, we note that the overall uncertainties on the mea-
sured GeF4 elastic DCSs lie in the range 15% –20% while
those for the ICS are ∼25% and for the MTCS they are ∼30%
–35%. The largest component of the error on the elastic DCS
is due to the uncertainty in the cross sections of the reference
gas (∼10%),21 while the additional uncertainty in the values
of the ICS and MTCS is due to errors associated with the ex-
trapolation process.
III. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The first subjects of the present calculations are the
atoms constituting GeF4, namely, Ge and F. We represent
each atomic target by an interacting complex potential (i.e.,
the optical potential), whose real part accounts for the elas-
tic scattering of the incident electrons, while the imaginary
part represents the inelastic processes that are considered as
“absorption” from the incident beam. To construct this com-
plex potential for each atom, the real part of the potential is
represented by the sum of three terms: (i) a static term de-
rived from a Hartree-Fock calculation of the atomic charge
distribution,27 (ii) an exchange term to account for the indis-
tinguishability of the incident and target electrons,28 and (iii)
a polarisation term29 for the long-range interactions which de-
pend on the target dipole polarisability.26 The imaginary part,
following the procedure of Staszewska et al.,30 then treats in-
elastic scattering as electron–electron collisions. However, we
initially found some major discrepancies in the available scat-
tering data, which were subsequently corrected when a phys-
ical formulation of the absorption potential31 was introduced.
Further improvements to the original formulation,30 such as
the inclusion of screening effects, local velocity corrections,
and in the description of the electrons’ indistinguishability,32
finally led to a model that provides a good approximation of
electron–atom scattering over a broad energy range. An excel-
lent example of this was for elastic electron–atomic iodine (I)
(Ref. 33) scattering, where the optical potential results com-
pared very favourably with those from an independent highly
sophisticated Dirac-B-spline R-matrix computation.
To calculate the cross sections for electron scattering
from GeF4, we follow the IAM by applying what is com-
monly known as the AR. In this approach, the molecular scat-
tering amplitude is derived from the sum of all the relevant
atomic amplitudes, including the phase coefficients, which
lead to the molecular DCSs for the molecule in question. In-
tegral cross sections can then be determined by integrating
those DCSs, with the sum of the elastic ICS and the absorp-
tion ICS (for all inelastic processes except rotations and vi-
brations) then giving the TCSs. Alternatively, the ICSs for
GeF4 can also be derived from the relevant atomic ICSs in
conjunction with the optical theorem.32 Unfortunately, in its
original form, we found an inherent contradiction between the
ICSs derived from those two approaches, which suggested
that the optical theorem was being violated.34 This conun-
drum, however, has been resolved34 by employing a normali-
sation procedure during the computation of the DCSs, so that
the ICSs derived from the two approaches are now entirely
consistent.34 A limitation of the AR is that no molecular struc-
ture is considered, so that it is really only applicable when the
incident electrons are so fast that they effectively see the tar-
get molecule as a sum of individual atoms (typically above
∼100 eV). To reduce this limitation, García and Blanco35, 36
introduced the SCAR method, which considers the geometry
of a relevant molecule (atomic positions and bond lengths) by
using some screening coefficients. With this correction, the
range of validity of the IAM-SCAR approach might be ex-
tended to incident electron energies of 50 eV or a little lower.
Indeed, it is the elastic DCS and ICS results from the appli-
cation of the IAM–SCAR method to GeF4 that we report on
here.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Table I and Fig. 1, we present the current elastic differ-
ential cross sections for electron scattering from GeF4. Also
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FIG. 1. Present measured (•) differential cross sections (×10−16 cm2/sr) for elastic electron scattering from GeF4. Also shown are the results from our IAM–
SCAR computations (—) and, where appropriate, our modified phase shift analysis, MPSA, (- - - -).
plotted in Fig. 1 are the corresponding results from our IAM–
SCAR computations, and for energies between 3 and 30 eV
the results from our modified phase shift analysis fits to the
present DCSs. The first point we notice from the montage of
cross sections that we show in Fig. 1 is just how radically the
angular distributions of the various DCSs change as you in-
crease the impact energy from 3 eV to 200 eV. These changes
intimately reflect the differences between the dominant
physical processes (e.g., exchange versus direct scattering),
and their interplay, affecting the scattering dynamics at the
various kinematical conditions of our study. At the higher
impact energies of this investigation we would expect direct
scattering to dominate the interaction. As GeF4 possesses
no permanent dipole moment, we anticipate that the strong
forward peaking we observe in the magnitude of the DCSs at
those higher energies, which progressively increases as one
goes from 3 eV to 200 eV impact energies, reflects (at least
in part) the relatively large value of the dipole polarisability
for GeF4. While it is clear from Fig. 1 that this peaking in the
angular distributions diminishes as you go to lower energies,
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FIG. 2. Present measured (•) elastic integral cross sections (×10−16 cm2) for
electron scattering from GeF4. Also shown are the current elastic (—), total
inelastic (– · – · ), and total (– – –) cross section results from our IAM–SCAR
calculations. An earlier TCS measurement () from Szmytkowski et al.6 and
elastic ICS calculation (IAM) from Moz˙ejko et al.1 (- - - - -) are also shown.
it never entirely disappears. This suggests to us that the dipole
polarisability of the target molecule plays an important role
in the direct scattering process, albeit diminished at the lower
energies, throughout the kinematical range of the present
measurements. Indeed even at 3 eV, which is at the nadir of
the Ramsauer-Townsend minimum,6 we see evidence for its
contribution to the collisional dynamics. The angular distri-
bution of the 3 eV DCS is very different to those at the other
energies, being almost isotropic for scattering angles greater
than about 60◦. We ascribe this behaviour to the effects of the
Ramsauer-Townsend minimum, where one of the main scat-
tering eigenphases is expected to tend to 0 radian. Another
interesting feature of the angular distributions in Fig. 1 is that
the main angular minimum in the DCS moves from an angle
of ∼120◦ at 5 eV (no minimum is observed experimentally
at 3 eV) to an angle of ∼75◦ at 200 eV. We note that this
same behaviour is semi-quantitatively reproduced by our
IAM–SCAR calculations. The total cross section experiments
of Szmytkowski et al.6 (see also Fig. 2) predict a shape res-
onance with a peak centred at about 6.5–7 eV impact energy.
No discernible evidence for this resonance can be gleaned
from our 7 eV elastic DCS, suggesting perhaps that the main
decay channel for this shape resonance might be into one or
more of the relevant vibrational excitation modes of GeF4.
Perhaps the most striking feature of Fig. 1, is just how
quantitatively well the IAM–SCAR calculation reproduces
the measured DCSs at energies greater than and including
10 eV. While there does remain differences in some details be-
tween experiment and theory in the 10–200 eV energy range,
their overall level of accord is really quite remarkable. Indeed
even at 7 eV, the qualitative (shape) agreement between them
is still fairly good. While we had anticipated, on the basis
of past experience,13 finding a reasonable correspondence be-
tween the data and theory for energies E ≥ 50 eV, the lower
energy agreement was a surprise. In effect, for GeF4, this
observation is suggesting that the computationally “cheap”
(compared to fully ab initio electron–molecule theoretical ap-
proaches) SCAR approach, is providing here a reasonable de-
scription for the molecular nature of this species down to en-
ergies as low as ∼10 eV.
We now extrapolate and integrate the DCS of Fig. 1,
in the manner described earlier, to generate elastic ICS and
MTCS. Those cross sections can be found at the foot of
Table I, while the present elastic integral cross sections
are also plotted, along with our corresponding IAM–SCAR
results, in Fig. 2. In addition, in Fig. 2, we also plot the sum of
all the integral inelastic (electronic state excitation and ioni-
sation mainly but not accounting for rotations and vibrational
excitation) IAM–SCAR cross sections, the IAM–SCAR total
cross section, and the measured TCS from Szmytkowski
et al.6 Given our previous discussion at the DCS level, it is
not surprising to find that our experimental and theoretical
elastic ICS are in very good agreement with one another, to
within the experimental uncertainties, for energies between
10 and 200 eV. At lower energies, however, the current
calculation overestimates somewhat the magnitude of the
measured elastic ICS. Nonetheless, our lower energy ICSs
track well the result of the independent TCS data,6 with the
possible exception of the result at 7 eV. This energy coincides
with the peak in the shape resonance (see Fig. 2), so that if
our previous assertion as to this resonance decaying preferen-
tially into the vibrational channels was correct, the relatively
poorer accord at 7 eV might simply reflect that our elastic ICS
does not account for vibrational excitation whereas the TCS
does. Note that as vibrational cross sections are usually only
significant if resonantly enhanced, this argument does not
affect the good accord between our elastic ICS and the TCS
(Ref. 6) that we find at 3 eV, 5 eV, and 10 eV, i.e., away from
the shape resonance, as vibrational excitation cross sections
at those energies can be reasonably anticipated to be small.12
For energies E ≥ 30 eV, the present elastic ICS are seen
(Fig. 2) to be significantly smaller in magnitude than the TCS
results. However, this can simply be understood as being due
to our elastic ICS not accounting for the effects of discrete
electronic state excitation and in particular ionisation. Indeed,
if we were to add our calculated IAM–SCAR result, for the
sum over all the inelastic cross sections, to our measured
elastic ICS, then the resultant cross section would be in
excellent agreement with the independent TCS measurement
for all E ≥ 30 eV. With respect to the efficacy of the data in
Fig. 2 for low-temperature plasma modelling, for a plasma re-
actor containing GeF4, it appears that the IAM–SCAR elastic
ICS results could be safely employed for E ≥ 20 eV, where-
upon at the lower energies (E < 20 eV) the measured data
should be “spliced” onto those IAM–SCAR results. Finally,
we have included the MTCS results in the foot of Table I, even
though we do not discuss them here. This is because MTCS
are very useful data for kinetic transport modellers who seek
to simulate the behaviour of electrons as they drift and dif-
fuse, under the influence of an applied electric field or crossed
electric and magnetic fields, through the gas in question.
In Fig. 3, we now compare the elastic DCS results from
our group, for electron scattering from CF4,17 SiF4,18 and the
present GeF4 work. Note that for CF4 at 200 eV, we have
also used the independent results from Sakae et al.37 in or-
der to complete this comparison. While CF4, SiF4, and GeF4
all have tetrahedral (Td) symmetry and none of them possess
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a permanent dipole moment, they are in fact each a unique
species. This, for example, can be evidenced by their differ-
ent dipole polarisabilities26 (α = 3.87 × 10−24 cm3 for CF4;
α = 5.45 × 10−24 cm3 for SiF4; α = 6.50 × 10−24 cm3 for
GeF4) and the fact that the C–F bond length in CF4 (1.35 Å;
Ref. 38) is slightly shorter than the Si–F bond length in SiF4
(1.60 Å; Ref. 38) which in turn is shorter compared to the
Ge–F bond length in GeF4 (1.68 Å).38 As a consequence we
might reasonably, a priori, expect the collisional dynamics for
elastic electron scattering from each of these molecules, at a
given impact energy, to be unique so that their correspond-
ing differential cross sections will be rather different. Indeed
the case for this is further strengthened when one considers
that the energies at which the incident electrons might attach
to these respective species, possibly leading to resonant en-
hancement of their cross sections, are also likely to be differ-
ent in each case. Our expectation for differences in their cross
sections is precisely what we find in Fig. 3, for impact ener-
gies of 3 eV, 5 eV, and 7 eV. Here, the angular distributions, at
each energy and for each species, are very different, although
a definitive explanation for what factors cause those differ-
ences awaits applications of ab initio level scattering theory.
Somewhat surprisingly, for energies between 10 and 30 eV,
the angular distributions for each of these species now start to
become very similar, the exception being for CF4 at 30 eV and
for scattering angles between 90◦and 120◦, with major differ-
ences really only manifesting themselves in terms of the ab-
solute magnitudes of their DCSs. For instance, in this energy
range, it is apparent that the CF4 differential cross sections
tend to be uniformly lower in magnitude (at a given energy)
compared to those of SiF4 and GeF4 (see Fig. 3). However,
the most startling feature in Fig. 3 is that for energies E ≥
50 eV, and to within the experimental uncertainties on each
of the DCS data, the cross sections at a given energy and for
each species are largely identical. This was not what we had
expected, and we can only rationalise it by suggesting that at
these higher impact energies, the incident electron is effec-
tively only “seeing” the charge cloud produced by the four
fluorine atoms. Put another way, the higher energy DCS data
in Fig. 3 appear to be indicating that the centrally bonded car-
bon, silicon, and germanium atoms are largely behaving as
spectators in the collision process at those energies. If cor-
rect then we have another example (see, e.g., Ref. 13) for
where “atomic-like” effects persist in each of these species
(CF4, SiF4, and GeF4), where in reality we should essentially
be dealing with scattering from molecular species. Note, in-
vestigating whether such behaviour also extended to the series
CCl4, SiCl4, and GeCl4 would be interesting, and potentially
might provide further evidence in support of this notion.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have reported measurements of absolute elastic dif-
ferential cross sections for electron scattering from GeF4.
Corresponding theoretical cross sections, calculated within
the IAM–SCAR approach, were also presented and found to
be in very good agreement with the experimental data for en-
ergies greater than about 20 eV. This indicated that the present
SCAR approach, which incorporates the effects of molecular
structure, has been rather successful in extending the validity
of the standard IAM paradigm to energies below 50 eV. Inte-
gral elastic and momentum transfer cross sections, as derived
from the measured DCSs, were also determined as a part of
this study. The present experimental elastic ICS were also, at
energies above 10 eV, found to be in good accord with the
IAM–SCAR results, as you would expect on the basis of the
comparison at the DCS level. These ICSs were also found to
be largely consistent with independent TCS measurements.6
Finally, by comparing the present GeF4 DCSs with those from
CF4 (Ref. 17) and SiF4,18 at a given energy, we observed
that at energies above (and including) 50 eV they were all
largely identical. In other words, irrespective of the nature
of the centrally bonded atom (C or Ge or Si) the measured
cross sections had the same magnitude. This led us to con-
clude that in these species, at the higher impact energies, the
scattering dynamics were largely dominated by the atomic-F
species that surround the central atom. This, in turn, provided
further support for the notion of “atomic-like” effects persist-
ing in what are fundamentally electron–molecule scattering
systems.
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